Have you ever asked yourself: “How do I generate leads with my real
estate website?”
If so, you’re not the only one. It’s a very important question to ask,
since the main reason why you have a real estate website IS to attract
more leads. In fact, you would think it’s an answer that should be
easy to answer.
And yet, the majority of real estate agents complain that their website
isn’t generating nearly as many leads as they were expecting.
It’s for that reason that we decided to write this article. We want
to give you a concise guide that explains what exactly you should
be doing to have your website generate leads, and which tools are
available to make that happen.

Why Isn’t My Website
Generating Leads?
First of all, let’s address that big question, “if I have such a wonderful
website and professional looking site, why isn’t it attracting leads?”
That’s because having a beautiful real estate website with IDX property
search functions is only one part of the equation. The fact that having
a website that generates leads is a multiple step process shouldn’t
surprise you. Think about it, selling a home is also a multiple stage
process.
It’s not enough to just get a signed listing agreement. You also need
to price the property to sell, take beautiful pictures, create a virtual
tour, market the home to your sphere of influence, place a sign, etc.

You get the picture.
All too often we see real estate agents that approach their real estate
website as a “push button, receive leads” solution.
“If I pay for a website with IDX, then throw a bunch of money at ads,
then surely the leads will come rolling in. I mean, that’s how digital
marketing works, right?”
The agent then sits and waits for the leads to come rolling in, thinking
he has done everything he can to make his website work.
One week goes by. Two weeks go by. Nothing happens.
At this point, the agent is both confused, angry at his website developer,
and frustrated that he threw so much money at the problem, and
has nothing to show for it.
But why does this scenario play out so often?
Because the agent doesn’t have all the pieces of the puzzle in play,
and doesn’t have the full picture of how those pieces fit together.
Typically, real estate websites fail to deliver leads for three main
reasons:
1. Unethical And Incompetent Service Providers - There are a lot

		 of companies and so-called experts that promise you to
		 send you plenty of leads, either directly for a flat fee, or by
		 doing SEO on your website. Many times they overpromise,
		 use tricky legalese to avoid liability, or simply take advantage
		 of real estate agents that aren’t as technologically savvy
		 or don’t fully understand how digital marketing works.
2. Incomplete Knowledge - Many real estate agents have
		

incomplete knowledge of digital marketing best practices. Yes,

		

throwing money at the problem of advertising IS a valid tactic.

		 But you need to know WHERE to throw that money at to get
		actual results.
3. A weak foundation - Your website is the foundation of all of
		 your digital marketing efforts. But if your website isn’t properly
		

set up, nor has the right tools to capture and nurture your leads,

		 it will not capture any leads.
Of course, identifying the problem is only the first step. Now let’s take
a look at the solution.
Let’s start with the actual structure of your real estate website, and
the tools you can use to prepare for generating the most amount of
leads from your website as possible.

Real Estate Website Design
Looks matter in a real estate website. But there is one item you should
worry about first and foremost: user experience (UX).
User experience can be defined as “how a person feels when using a
program, app, or website.”
If a website is easy to use, loads quickly, and the user finds what he’s
looking for right away, we can say that it has good UX.
On the other hand, even if your website looks like it was created
by Michaelangelo himself, but your visitors can’t find what they are
looking for, we can say it has bad UX. A website with bad UX causes
its visitors to flee in a hurry and never come back.

As you can imagine, there are tons of factors that influence UX. But
we’ll focus on the three most important ones, accessibility, feel and
loading speed.

The Accessibility Of Your Real
Estate Website
Is your website optimized for mobile and tablet browsers? Is it easy
to navigate? Can your visitors find what they’re looking for right away?
If you answered “no” to any of those questions (or simply don’t know),
start by addressing those issues.
Mobile phone and tablet optimization is now one of the biggest
factors for ranking your website on Google. That’s because more and

more people start their property search right on their phones.
It’s why we put an enormous emphasis on it with every real estate
website we build at AgentFire - and you should too.
If your website isn’t optimized for mobile devices, you’re going to
miss out on a ton of traffic and leads.
Also, your website navigation should be easy to use. Don’t reinvent the
wheel, study what the pros do, and stick to a time tested navigation
system.
The most common tool that home buyers want to use is the property
search. Make sure you feature it front and center in your website.
Home sellers want to know who you are and why they should trust
you. Make sure your “about me” and “buyer and seller services” are
easy to find.

The Feel Of Your Website
Does your website look and feel professional?
When it comes to the design of your website, looks matter. A lot.
To quote Steve Young, “Perception is reality. If you are perceived to
be something, you might as well be it because that’s the truth in
people’s minds.”
So if your website looks professional, you will be perceived as a
professional. Of course, we all have our personal tastes when it comes
to design choices. But what we personally like may not necessarily
reflect what your target demographic likes.
That’s why you need to test the look of your website and get both a

professional opinion, as well as the opinion of people around you.

The Speed of Your Site
The faster your website loads the better. That’s not just a response to
users with low attention span, but also with how well your site ranks
on Google and other search engines.
How quickly your website loads has very little to do with your personal
computer or device. It’s a combination of how your website was
coded, which plugins are currently running, the size of images you
use, as well as your website hosting provider.
At AgentFire, and as well as on the websites we build for our clients,
we try to minimize the number of plug-ins running.

That’s because plug-ins on Wordpress websites play a large part in
how fast a website is. We control this by creating optimized plug-ins
in-house.
As for hosting, we use RackSpace. It’s one of the best hosting solutions
available. Simply because it ensures our sites are always fast and our
servers won’t be hacked, like the hundreds of thousands that are
each day.

Generating Real Estate Leads
Once your website has the user experience covered, you can move
into the tools that will allow you to capture leads.
At AgentFire, we’re data guys. We like to let the numbers tell us what

works and what doesn’t. In our experience, some of our top producing
lead capture tools we use are:

Pop-up CTAs

We’re not talking about those dreaded, flashing pop-up ads from the
late 90’s and early 2000’s.
We’re talking about tasteful, mostly unintrusive pop-ups that anticipate
what the user may need, and can be closed any time the user wants.
In the picture above, you can see how this pop-up looks in a custom
property webpage.

Slide-ins CTAs

Slide-ins are calls-to-action (CTAs) that slide into your users’ view
when they scroll down your page. With our AgentFire Arsenal tools,
you can choose how far down the viewer has to scroll before the
slide-in shows up.

Click Magnets

Click magnets are pieces of content that offer a huge amount of
value to your readers. But in order to access it, those readers need to
provide some personal details such as their full name and email, and
agree to sign in to your newsletter.
Your newsletter will then provide you with opportunities to keep your
subscribers in your sphere of influence, and you’ll be able to market
your services to them in the future.
You can offer all kinds of content as a click magnet. And in fact, if you
need some ideas, we have 72 here that you can use as a reference.
If you don’t know where to start, we’ve found that buyer and seller
guides to be one of the most powerful lead magnets for real estate
websites.

Your buyer’s guide could cover topics such as how to choose the right
buyer, how to find the right neighborhood and property type, which
mortgages are available, what the entire buying process looks like,
and a short glossary of real estate terms they will encounter.
Here’s an example of a good buyer’s guide you can use as inspiration
for yours.
Your seller’s guide could cover reasons why they should use a
REALTOR®, what a listing agreement is, how to handle offers, your
marketing plan, and what they can expect from the selling process.
Here’s another of a seller’s guide you can use as reference.

Delayed Forced Registration (DFR)

If you have an IDX powered property search set up on your real estate
website, you can use DFRs. DFRs help capture leads by only allowing
your visitors to use your website’s property search tool a number of
times (for example, 5 times a day).
After that, if they wish to keep using it, they would need to register,
and agree to subscribe to your newsletter. Just like with click magnets,
you’ll have plenty of opportunities to market directly to those that
join your newsletter.
A quick note: Not every IDX solution is as good as the next. Some
solutions only broadcast an MLS data directly to your website, but
don’t create a webpage for each property. These solutions offer zero
SEO value for your website, meaning that they do nothing to help
your Google ranking.
This is why we only work with specific IDX providers, like Showcase
IDX.

Landing pages

Landing pages are purpose-made web pages meant to welcome
visitors that are directed from offers, ads, social media, etc.
A popular kind of landing page is a comparative market analysis
(CMAs).
Home sellers want to get as much as possible for their home. That’s
why they are very interested in finding out how much they can get
for their home.
You can offer your visitors a free home evaluation in exchange for
their contact information.
This estimate can either be an automatically generated one, using an
algorithm not unlike a Zestimate, or one that you calculate by hand.

If you offer one calculated by hand, the estimate will be much more
accurate, though it would take more effort directly from you. But an
automated one would save you a ton of time, and won’t take any
direct input from you.

Subscriptions and Social Media
Marketing

As a real estate agent, your future success depends on the strength
of your network of contacts, and staying in their radar until they need
your services.
A good way to continue to grow this network is to add social media
share buttons on your content, property pages, and on your newsletter.
Also, make sure you update your social media channels often, and
interact with your followers directly.
This is a great way to generate leads, and build your list of fans so you
can continue to market to them either directly, or indirectly.
Also, this additional exposure will help you build trust and brand
recognition in your community with potential home buyers and
sellers.

Schedule a Call & Click To Call

The majority of your website visitors will not be ready to buy or sell a
home right away. But some will.
One of the best ways to get those clients to contact you right away is
to have a clearly visible call to action (CTA) in the form of a “Schedule
a call” or “Call now” button.
That way you make it easy for those truly serious about buying a home
to reach out to you right away and get the process started right away.

Live Chat

Some visitors might want to get in touch with you, but don’t want
the commitment of making a call, or scheduling one for the future.
Setting up live-chat on your website is a simple way to boost your
credibility and convert visitors to someone you get the chance to talk
to.
That way whenever they visit your website, they can talk to someone
right away if they have any questions.
There are plenty of plugins out there you can use. We use Intercom,
but there are other options such as Tidio, Zendesk, Drift and even
Facebook Manager.
With Intercom we can be logged into our desktop or mobile phone

and answer questions wherever we go. We’ve made many sales as a
result of being immediately available using our live chat.

Conditional Call to Actions (CTAs)
BLOG POST

CTA

“How To Know When It’s Time To Sell
Your Home”

“Still not sure about selling? Let’s talk to see if the time is
right for you”

“Where In [City] Should I Invest?”

“Still not sure about selling? Let’s talk to see if the time is
right for you”

“Why Should I Use a Realtor?”

“Still not convinced? Let’s talk about how I can help you get
the most money for your home.”

You can dramatically increase your opt-in rates by ensuring your callto-actions are relevant to your visitors.
Start with using CTAs targeting sellers on seller related pages, and
CTAs targeting buyers on buyer related pages and blogs. Simple but
effective (versus using one generic CTA across the whole site).
Use those buyer and seller guides to improve opt-in rates. You can
also create even more specific CTA’s based on the content in your
blog posts. This is something I want to look more at going forward.
Some examples below.

Exit Intent

This is a feature that senses when visitors are about to leave your site.
Basically, it tracks their mouse movement and when it looks like they
are going to switch tabs on exit out, the CTA pops up.
You can use this feature to pull out the last-ditch efforts and capture
a lead before they leave. Try hitting them up with a “Wait, before you
go!” type message.

Split Test Your CTA’s

You can try your luck and hope that whatever CTA you’re using. Or
you can test different ones out and use the ones that work the best.
This is called A/B testing or split testing.
Split testing let’s the data direct your design decisions, and choose
only what works.

Re-market With a Facebook Pixel

A Facebook pixel is a piece of computer code you can set up on your
website that allows you to track who is coming from Facebook to
your website.
That data collected by the Facebook Pixel can be used to know
what kind of people are coming to your site. That way you can better
understand what the needs of your audience are more clearly.
You can also use this information to re-market to your visitors. In other
words, Facebook Pixel lets you get in front of the same people again
and again, and tailor your message so it will be more appealing to
them. (You’ve probably seen this before too. Ever seen an ad and said,
“Hey, I was just on their website!”)

Testimonials on Your Home Page

Feature a juicy testimonial right on your homepage so that visitors
see it right away. This increases credibility and thus the hesitation
people would normally have before subscribing to your list for the
first time.

Paid Ads

While we clearly love the organic traffic that a good content marketing
campaign brings you (in fact, most of the traffic that we get at
AgentFire is organic), it takes a while to get that traffic momentum
going.

If you need traffic right away, you need to pay for advertising. And yes,
that includes paid ads.
Google ads and Facebook ads are a great way to bring in quick
traffic to your website. We have an article on Google Ads here, and an
amazing case study on how to do Facebook Marketing here.

In Conclusion
I hope this article has given you a better understanding of why so
many real estate websites aren’t capturing as many leads as they
should, and what you can do to fix that problem.
Building a real estate website that drives consistent leads isn’t difficult
once you figure out the process. But you do need to understand the
process and what tools are available for you.

